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A general method is given whereby m-connectedness correlation functions can be studied in the percolation
problem. The method for m=1 involves calculating the kth power of the correlation function ⟨σ(x)σ(x′)⟩ for a
randomly dilute Ising model at nonzero temperature and subsequently averaging over configurations. The final
step is to take the limit k→0. This method is tested by reproducing the standard results for the percolation
problem from an extension of the calculation of Stephen and Grest. For m>1 an additional "color" index is
introduced and a Hamiltonian is constructed in which different colors repel one another, thereby giving an
exact prescription for m-connectedness. Order parameters for m-connectedness are identified. The m=2 order
parameter couples through a trilinear term to the m=1 order parameter. The main result is that β(m) the
exponent for m-connectedness is given by β(m)=mβ+νψ(m), where β and ν are the usual exponents for
percolation and ψ(m) is a new crossover exponent which, to lowest order in ε=6−d, is given by
ψ(m)=m(m−1)ε2/49. This result implies that the fractal dimensionality of the biconnected part of the critically
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A general method is given whereby m-connectedness correlation functions can be studied in the
percolation problem. The method for m =1 involves calculating the kth power of the correlation
function (o(x)o(x') ) for a randomly dilute Ising model at nonzero temperature and subsequently
averaging over configurations. The final step is to take the limit k~O. This method is tested by
reproducing the standard results for the percolation problem from an extension of the calculation of
Stephen and Grest. For m ) 1 an additional "color" index is introduced and a Hamiltonian is con-
structed in which different colors repel one another, thereby giving an exact prescription for m-
connectedness. Order parameters for m-connectedness are identified. The m =2 order parameter
couples through a trilinear term to the m = I order parameter. The main result is that P' ' the ex-
ponent for m-connectedness is given by P™=mP+ vi(l ', where P and v are the usual exponents for
percolation and i'™is a new crossover exponent which, to lowest order in e=6—d, is given by
i('"'=m (m —l)e /49. This result implies that the fractal dimensionality of the biconnected part of
the critically percolating cluster is given in terms of the percolation critical exponents as y/v —i(j"'.
If "nodes" are defined as triconnected points, then P' I is the critical exponent associated with their
density in the infinite cluster. We also discuss evidence that the "node-link" model of Skal-
Shklovskii —de Gennes breaks down for d less than some critical value d. Numerically we adduce
evidence that d may be larger than 3.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently much attention has been given to the problem
of formulating the percolation problem in a field-theoretic
framework within which modern techniques, such as the
renormalization group, could be applied. This program
was initiated by the work of Fortuin and Kasteleyn, ' who
showed that the generating function for bond percolation
was isomorphic to the partition function of the s-state
Potts model in the limit s~1. The importance of this
work was that it led to a field-theoretic formulation for
bond percolation. The original suggestion of Toulouse
that the upper critical dimension should be d, =6 was
confirmed and an e expansion was given from which the
values of the critical exponents for percolation near d,
could be determined. These results were consistent with
numerical estimates based both on simulation and on
series expansion ' techniques. Subsequently, the Potts
model has been used to extend the field-theoretical formu-
lation to include consideration of many properties not ini-
tially considered in connection with the percolation prob-
lem. Among these are the conductivity, various site and
bond distribution functions, ' distribution functions for
perimeters, and so forth.
In connection with studies of the conductivity there
naturally arose the concept of the "backbone. "' ' lf one
considers the situation for p ~p„where p, is the critical
concentration for percolation, then there exists a loosely
connected infinitely large cluster. In consequence the
macroscopic conductivity of the network formed by asso-
ciating with each occupied bond a finite resistance is non-
vanishing. However, as has been pointed out by several
X' '(x,x') = [v'"(x,x')]~, (2a)
where v' '(x,x') is unity in the configuration C if it is pos-
sible to delineate two independent paths over occupied
bonds connecting the sites x and x', and is zero otherwise.
Here two paths are independent if and only if they have
authors, ' ' only a fraction of this loosely connected
cluster plays any role in the conduction process. If one re-
moves bonds through which no current flows, then the
remaining cluster constitutes the "backbone. "' This con-
struction is related to the picture advanced by Skal and
Shklovskii' and de Gennes" in which the infinite cluster
is viewed as nodes connected by tortuous strands of occu-
pied bonds. This picture has recently been elaborated by
Coniglio' to include consideration of the internal struc-
ture of the nodes. ' ' This construction in the ordered
phase where an infinite cluster exists has its counterpart in
the disorderd phase where only finite-sized clusters exist.
For finite clusters one considers a generalization of the
pair-connectedness function, which is the order-parameter
susceptibility for percolation. If X(x,x') denotes the non-
local susceptibihty, one has
X(x,x') = [v(x,x')]~,
where v(x, x') is unity if the sites x and x' are connected
by a path of occupied bonds in the configuration C, and is
zero otherwise. Here [ ]~ denotes an average over all con-
figurations of occupied bonds. To discuss a susceptibility
analogous to the backbone density, we consider the
"biconnectedness" susceptibility, 7' '(x,x'), defined by
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'=m(m —l)e'/49+0(e') .
For d & 6 mean field is valid and g '=0, so that
(3b)
g'™(x,x') = [X(x,x')], d ) 6 .
rn! (3cj
Note that there are corrections to the mean-field result of
Eq. (3c) for d in the range 4 & d & 6 in spite of the Gauss-
ian property of self-avoiding walks in more than four spa-
tial dimensions. However, the fact that the percolation
problem itself is non-Gaussian for d &6 already shows
that the critical clusters cannot really be viewed as consist-
ing of links made of self-avoiding walks.
The result of Eqs. (3) implies that the critical indices for
biconnectedness are related to those for (single) connected-
ness by
13Im) mP+ yt'm)
y' '=dv 2mP 2vqt ', — —
(4a)
(4b)
where P and v are the usual exponents for percolation,
no bonds in common. More generally we define an rn-
connectedness susceptibility X™(x,') by
X' '(x,x') = [v' '(X,X')]p, (2b)
where v' '(x,x ) is unity in the configuration C if there
exist m independent paths over occupied bonds which con-
nect the sites x and x' and is zero otherwise. To describe
the ordered state, we classify sites as being m-connected in
the configuration C if they are connected by m indepen-
dent paths to arbitrarily distant sites.
Up to now, essentially only numerical information has
been available for the backbone exponents. The order-
parameter exponent for the backbone P' ' has been es-
timated by numerical simulation' ' and a real-space
renormalization-group calculation. ' An exact solution'
for percolation of a family of fractal lattices gave values
of P and the conductivity exponent t But .how these re-
sults are related to those for real lattices is not clear, since
it is known that different-shaped fractals with the same
fractal dimension give different critical exponents. ' In
any event, the fractals used in Refs. 18 and 19 do not bear
an obvious resemblance to percolation clusters which pos-
sess a large number of dangling free ends.
In this paper we will construct a field theory which not
only yields the ordinary percolation correlation functions,
but also provides a prescription for evaluating the bicon-
nectedness, and in fact the rn-connectedness, susceptibili-
ties. The techniques introduced here may have more gen-
eral application in that they make it possible to construct
projection operators by means of which the weight associ-
ated with different configurations in the partition function
can be altered arbitrarily. The principle result of this
work is that the m-connectedness susceptibility obeys
'(x,x') = [X(x,x')]
~
x —x'
~
2™,d & 6
mt
(3a)
where g' I is a crossover exponent which is given to
lowest order in @=6—d as
describing the singly-connectedness properties, and P'
and y' ' are the order-parameter exponent and the suscep-
tibility exponent, respectively, for m-connectedness. Kirk-
patrick' has mentioned that Eq. (4a) with no correction
(in P) is a plausible guess for m =2. For d &d, =6 the
m-connectedness exponents satisfy the usual scaling rela-
tion,
2@m~+ &Im'=d v . (Sa)
For d yd, =6 the m-connectedness exponents assume
their mean-field values:
P' '=m, yI ~=3—2m, (5b)
II. FORMULATION IN TERMS
OF THE DILUTE ISING MODEL
In this section we illustrate one aspect of our formula-
tion by generalizing the treatment of Stephen and Grest.
They presented a treatment of the dilute Ising model in
which the fixed point in the Ising spin variables at zero
temperature reduced to that for percolation. What we will
show here is that by consideration of suitable analytic con-
tinuation, we can construct an Ising-model correlation
function which is controlled by the percolation fixed point
at nonzero temperature. To facilitate comparison with the
work of Stephen and Grest we use their notation
as is verified by an analysis (in Appendix C) of the proper-
ties of percolating clusters on the Cayley tree.
The results obtained here were reported briefly previous-
ly. ' These results can also be obtained by an alternative
method given by Lubensky which involves the direct
enumeration of polymer conformations. ' Each method
has its virtues and drawbacks. In the replica method used
here, the analytic continuations can become very involved,
and some ambiguity is possible. However, in the present
method an order parameter for biconnectedness appears
naturally. As a result mean-field theory can be formulat-
ed for the m-connectedness functions. In addition, it is
convenient to implement the momentum-shell recursion
relations of the renormalization group to obtain a sys-
tematic expansion for P' '. In the polymer approach the
reverse situation occurs: The order parameters for m-
connectedness are seemingly difficult to display. Howev-
er, calculations of the m-connectedness susceptibility are
unambiguous. Abstracting the best features of each ap-
proach yields a coherent understanding of m-
connectedness.
Briefly, this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
show how the formalism of Stephen and Grest can be used
at finite temperature to obtain the pair-connectedness sus-
ceptibility from the dilute Ising model. This formulation
is extended in Sec. III to discuss the general m-
connectedness susceptibilities, and a mean-field treatment
for m =2 is presented. Section IV contains the
renormalization-group analysis of the model introduced in
Sec. III. Conclusions and a discussion of the validity of
the "node-link" picture are given in Sec. V. The mean-
field values of the m-connectedness exponents are evaluat-
ed for the Cayley tree in Appendix C.
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NN a=1
—:Tr exp( —PHeff),
throughout this section.
We start from the n-replica formulation
T
Z(n)=Trg 1 —p+p exp PJQ(o' (x)o', (x') (6a)
(6b)
simultaneously critical. To see this we use their result for
Huff e
13—H,tt=g Indigo (x)o (x')
NN
+ E2 g o~(x)trtt(x)tr~(x')op(x')
a&P
where p is the probability for bond occupation, the Ising
spin variable o (x) assumes the values +1, the product is
over pairs of nearest-neighboring (NN) sites on a hypercu-
bic lattice, and Tr indicates a normalized sum over all Is-
ing spin variables, so that for any such variable the only
nonzero sum is Tr e '= 1. In the limit n ~0 this partition
function describes the properties of a quenched random
system in the following sense. If (Q)tie denotes the
thermal average of the operator Q at inverse temperature
P in the configuration C, then we have
G~i~(»x')
—
= [~cr(x)tr(x )
~tt, c]p
= lim[Trexp( —PH, ff)cr (x)a~(x')] .
n~0
Thus 6"' is expressed as an average with respect to H, ff.
For reasons that will become apparent in what follows we
also introduce, following Stephen and Grest, the higher-
order correlation functions
k
=lim Tr exp( —pH, ff) g [a (x)t7 (x }]
n-+0 m=1
In the last line we require that all the indices a be dif-
ferent. As Stephen and Grest point out, the correlations
in 6' ' for different k will not be simultaneously critical at
finite temperature. In that case, G"' will become critical
first (as the temperature is lowered). When 6"' becomes
critical, the other variables are integrated out, and one re-
covers the usual theory for the dilute Ising model. At zero
temperature, as Stephen and Grest note, all the 6' 's are
1
where
2"Et,=in[1/(1 —p}]
+(n —2k)[p/(1 —p)]exp( —2PJ) . (10)
At zero temperature all the coupling constants KI, are
equal, all the corresponding correlation functions are
equally long ranged, and they reproduce the pair-
connectedness correlation function of percolation. The
observation we make is that in the limit k~O, 6' ' per-
forms the same function at finite temperatures At fin. ite
temperature the correlation function (o(x}o(x'))ttc in
the configuration C is zero if the sites x and x' are discon-
nected and is nonzero if they are connected. In the former
case raising it to the kth power still gives zero. In the
latter case, raising it to the kth power gives unity, in the
limit k~0. Thus the kth power of the Ising-model corre-
lation function in the limit k~O is the pair-connectedness
correlation function in the percolation problem. This in-
terpretation is supported by the form of Et, in Eq. (10). In
the limit n~O, k~O we recover the zero-temperature
value of Kq which is known to describe percolation.
To implement this idea we proceed as follows. We
write down the recursion relation for the various vertices
we expect to be relevant in the k~O limit. For general k
these recursion relations involve noncritical quantities.
However, these perturbative expressions in principle do
enable one to calculate 6' ' for any k. It is these relations
which we then analytically continue to k =0. In so doing,
we obtain the desired result: 6' ' reproduces the percola-
tion correlation function.
We start from the Hamiltonian of Stephen and Grest
in their Eq. (10}:
1 2 ', ak
1& 2.- « ak
1
, &2 g g u(k, l, m)Q[ )„(Vi)Q[tt)i('V2 Q[axti)
where the Q's are the fields conjugate to the various prod-
ucts of cr's introduced in constructing the Hubbard-
Stratanovich transformation to Gaussian integrals, the
bare coupling constants u (k, l, m) are of order unity, and
the rI, are given by
rt, =ln(1 —p)+z '+(n —2k)[p/(1 —p)]exp( —2PJ),
(12)
where z is the coordination number of the lattice. Note
that for n ~0, setting ro =0 gives the mean-field value of
I
the critical percolation concentration, p„ independent of
16'J. In the last term of Eq. (11), {a)t, denotes a set of k
indices and {a)&P) the set of m indices formed by mul-
tiplying indices as if they obeyed a =0: Thus the set
{aXP] is formed by deleting from the union of the two
sets {a]t, and {P{tall common elements. In the sum over
{a I ~ and {P j t we again only consider ordered sets of dif-
ferent integers.
The renormalization of the propagator comes from the
diagram shown in Fig. 1 which is labeled as follows. The
incoming line in general has k indices, so we decompose
the totality of n possible indices into a group of k incident
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ones and n —k others. By (m&, mi) we indicate a set of
indices of which m i are taken from the set of k incident
ones and m2 from the remaining set of n —k indices. In
this notation the incident set of indices is just (k, O). The
reason for introducing this notation is, of course, that all
)
diagrams labeled in the same way give the same contribu-
tion. The only point to remember is that in Fig. 1 there is
no diagram for which p =t =0 or for which p =k and
t =0. Thus the recursion relation for az»(q), the coeffi-
cient of the quadratic term in the Hamiltonian, is
k /(n k)/
a2»(q)=b' " a&»(qlb)+ g g ' F(p+t, k —p+t) —F(O, k) —F(k,O)
p (k p—)!p!t!(n—k -t}! (13)
rp b "rp[—1 —2[u (0,0,0)) lnb j, (14)
which is the same recursion relation as the s~1 state
Potts model.
We label the three point ineraction u(0, 0,0) to em-
phasize that it indeed is the coupling constant for three
Qp s. Here Qp is a "ghost" operator in that it is the ana-
lytic continuation of the operator Q~ ~ ~ in the limit
k~0. [This object in itself, of course, is not defined. We
know it only through its propagator (rp+q ) '. ]
The above operations may seem completely trivial.
However, it should be realized that the following plausible
procedure does not work. At nonzero temperature consid-
er the situation as p is increased from 0. The first variable
to become critical is clearly Qp, because the Ising transi-
tion at p ( T, ) occurs at higher p than p, . One is therefore
tempted to reason that the Q» for k ~0 should be in-
Here F(l, rn) represents the contribution to ai »(q)/b
from the diagram in which the propagator (rt+qi) ' is
inserted in one leg and (r~+q ) ' is inserted in the other
leg and the vertex potentials are u (k,p+t, k —p +t) as is
evident from Fig. 1. The sum in Eq. (13) is constructed by
choosing p out of the k incident indices for the upper leg
and therefore putting the other k —p incident indices on
the lower leg. Out of the remaining n —k indices one can
choose t to place on both legs. The point is that
F(m i,mz) is an analytic function of m, and m& which is
easily continued to zero values. This fact is a consequence
of the fact that r can be written as a polynomial in m.
Also the sums over p and t can be allowed to run from 0
to oo, because the factorial functions restrict these sums
properly. Thus we see that in Eq. (13) we may not only
take the n ~0 limit as Stephen and Grest have done, but
we may further let k ~0. In this limit the factorial func-
tions force all the indices to be zero, so that the sum over
p and t reduces to the single term F(0,0). Thus, in the no-
tation of Stephen and Grest, we obtain
[a j =(ki j,k2 I,m—,t),
[b j =(j,l, m, t},
[c j =(j,k2 —I,ks —m, t) .
(15a)
(15b)
(15c)
For fixed sets of incident indices we must sum over the
sets of [j j, [Ij, [m j, and [t j which describe the internal
indices, subject to the constraint that each internal line
must have at least one index. Thus the three cases,
and
j —k& —1—k2 —m =t =0,
j =I =m =t =0,
(16a}
(16b)
j=I —kq —m —k3 —t =0
are not allowed. Accordingly we write
(k, k, 0, 0)
tegrated out as one would do for noncritical variables.
However, this procedure is not well defined here, because
the nature of the bubble diagram for k =0 is completely
unclear. The only way to make any sense out of it, is to
imagine doing a real calculation of Q» and letting k go to
zero only at the final step.
We may analyze the three-point vertex in the same way.
Here we group the indices into four groups. The first
three groups, having respectively k&, k2, and k3 members,
are used to describe the incident lines. The fourth group
represents the other indices. A general set of indices hav-
ing respectively j„ji,j3, and j4 members in each of the
four groups is denoted (j i,jij s,j4) In or.der to accomo-
date the constraint that indices occur in pairs, we label the
incident lines as in Fig. 2. The internal lines are represent-
ed by the labels given by
(p, t)
{k, 0)
(k1 ' 0, k3, 0) (O, k, k, o)
(k—p, t)
FIG. 1. Perturbation contribution to Eq. (13).
FIG. 2. Perturbation contribution to the renormalization of
the three-point interaction. The indices indicated by a, b, and c
are given explicitly in Eq. (15).
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u'(ki, ki, ki) =b" "' u(k(, kz, k, )+ g aj t ~,H(j, l, m, t) —H(k, , k2, 0,0)—H(0, 0,0,0)—H(O, k2, ki, O), (17)
where
kl k2 k3 n —kl —k2 —k3
I
of the dilute Ising model contains the motivation for the
procedure we will use below.
aj', l, m, t = j l (18)
where („)=m!/[(m —n}!n!]and H is the contribution to
the recursion relation with given internal indices. Here
again, we are in a position to take the analytic continua-
tion to n, kl, k2, and k3 equal zero. Again, in this limit,
all the internal indices are forced to zero by the factorial
functions and the sum reduces to the single term
H(0, 0,0,0). Thereby we recover the result
III. HIGHER CONNECTEDNESS CORRELATIONS:
MEAN-FIELD THEORY
n b
e ~ =g 1 —p+pg 1+A, g o„(x}o„(x')
NN a=1
We now present a formulation in which m-
connectedness correlation functions can be evaluated.
Consider the "Hamiltonian" defined by
u'(0, 0,0)=u(0,0,0)b" "' [1—4u(0, 0,0) lnb] . (19) (21)
As in the case of Eq. (14), this recursion relation is the
same as that for the s~1 state Potts model. As before,
this result cannot be obtained by directly setting the k's to
zero and integrating out the noncritical variables.
A final check of the procedure used here is that the re-
cursion relations for the ghost vertices should only involve
ghost vertices and, in particular, should not involve the
coupling constant exp( —2(t3J). This clearly should be the
case, since purely percolative properties can be calculated
without reference to the thermodynamic variables. Equa-
tion (13) is clearly consistent with this criterion. Equation
(17) is also consistent with this criterion in the following
sense. We assume that couplings like u(0, 0,k)) and
u(O, k), kz) vanish when k) and k2 are nonzero. One can
then verify that the new coupling constants u' also vanish
for these cases. Thus the recursion relation of Eq. (17)
never introduces coupling between the ghost vertices and
the real ones.
For future reference we note a general feature of the an-
alytic continuation n, k~O used here. In Eqs. (13) and
(17) there occur "internal partition variables" which
describe the way the incoming indices are partitioned into
subsets. In Eq. (13}these internal partition variables are p
and t, and in Eq. (17) they are j, I, and m, and t Such par-.
tition variables will always be forced to vanish in the ana-
lytic continuation made here. This may be viewed as be-
ing the result of the relation
e
—ttH QP(C)e —Ph(c)
C
(23)
where o„(x}is an Ising variable. The upper index a is a
replica index and the lower index p may be thought of as
a color index within each replica. The number of replicas
n will be continued to zero, but the number of colors b is
arbitrary. The coupling constant A, mill play no role in the
result after all the analytic continuations are taken. We
introduce the set of correlations
kG"'(,*')= tio'„.( )o'„.( ')), (22a)
1j=l
k
G'i '(x,x') = go„(x)(7„' (x)o„(x')o„(x'), (M ~vj=l
(22b)
etc. The correlation function 6' ' will consist of a prod-
uct over k replicas in each of which m different colors ap-
pear. We use G '(x,x') to discuss m-connectedness.
Consider now the meaning of averages taken with
weight e ~ . To do this we imagine expanding this quan-
tity in powers of p and 1 —p. Bonds associated with fac-
tors of p are occupied and those associated with 1 —p are
unoccupied. Therefore, we write this expansion as a sum
over configurations C:
pIlim ' =5 o .
t) 0 (p —m)!m! (20)
where P(C) is the probability of realizing configuration C
and
This result will be frequently used below, where we refer
to it as "the principle of nul partitions. "
The reason for treating the dilute Ising model in some
detail is twofold. Firstly, in its own right it is interesting
to show that appropriate handling of the Ising-model
correlation functions still reproduces the percolation tran-
sition even though the thermodynamics at nonzero tem-
perature are no longer sensitive to this transition. Second-
ly, the technique needed to make the analytic continua-
tion, which is validated by reproducing the percolation
limit as expected, would be harder to see with more in-
dices present. The additional indices are needed to distin-
guish different degrees of connectedness. The treatment
n b
e ~"' '= g g 1+A g o„(x)o„(x')
occ a=i p=l
(24a)
a=1
—Ph~(C) (24b)
G' '(x,x') =[/ (x,x')"]~,
where
(25)
where "occ" indicates that the product is over occupied
bonds. Because h(C) is a sum of independent replica
Hamiltonians, one has
FIELD-THEORETIC APPROACH TO BICONNECTEDNESS IN. . .
—pa '(c}Tro„'(x)o„'(x')e -~" ' '
P)(x,x') = Tre-&"" '
—pa'(c}Tra„'(x)a„'(x)cr&(x')cr„'(x')e
—Ph '(C}
(26a}
T( {a,p j;x ) =go&(x), (29)
Clearly this procedure generalizes to higher-order connect-
edness.
At this point it is helpful to introduce more compact
notation. We set
and so forth. Thus P (x,x') is a sort of r)i-loop polygon
generating function, depending both on the coupling con-
stant A, and on the number of available colors b. The exact
analysis of (() (x,x') is not needed here. However, as men-
tioned below Eq. (10), the kth power of P, does reduce to
the ordinary connectedness function in the limit k~0.
Thus we have
limGI"'(x, x')=X(x,x') .
k~O
Next consider Gz '(x,x'). The corresponding function
Pz(x, x') will be nonzero in the configuration C if and only
if we can connect the points x and x' simultaneously with
paths of different colors. However, for a given replica
only one color at a time can appear on any given bond.
This is the result of having a sum rather than, say, a prod-
uct over p in Eq. (21). It is this hard-core repulsion of
colors that allows us to discuss m-connectedness. Since a
bond can only support one color in a given replica at a
time, we see that $2(x,x') is nonzero if and only if the
points x and x' are biconnected. Again, the correct
weighting for X '(x,x ) is only achieved in the limit k ~0:
T((aisle) ),(az, pz)) =0')) 0'p (30)
and so forth. In this notation we have
PH=——,' g g}(x,x')E({a,pj)T({a,pj;x)
Ia,p, I x,x'
X T( {a,p j;x'), (31)
where y(x,x') is unity if sites x and x' are nearest neigh-
bors and is zero otherwise. The results of Appendix A are
limni k ——ln(1 —p)-p,k~O (32a)
lim Ki k ——ln(1 —p)—k~O 1 —p 2 (32b)
where l, k refers to the set (a&,pi), (a2,p2), . . . , (ak,pk)
and 2, k to the set (a&,p, ),(a, v~), (az,p2), (az, vi), . . . ,
(ak, pi, ),(ak, vk) where a& &a&& . . ai, and p; & v; for all
where the product is over pairs of indices a;,p; which are
members of the set of pairs of indices denoted {a,p j. For
instance,
limG2 '(x,x')=7 (x,x') .
k~O
(28) We now transform to fields conjugate to the T 's:
T«xp( —p»= f g ~{?({a,pj,x)exp ——,'gr '(xx') g Q({auj, x)Q({a uj x'}
Ia,pI, x x,x' Ia,pI
XTrgexp g [E({a,pj)]' Q({a,pj,x)T({a,pj,x)
x Iapj
(33b)Gf A,p,x exp —H~g
Ie,p, ),x
where y (x,x') is the matrix inverse of y(x, x'). In Eq. (33a) the branch of the square root can be defined arbitrarily.
[Recall that K2 k is negative from Eq. (32b).] Averages with respect to exp[ —PH, rr(Q)] will be indicated by ( )~, and
ordinary averages can be expressed in terms of them. Integration by parts over Q ( {a,p j ) yields
(T({ paj, ))x=[zE({ay j )] '~'(Q({a,pj,x))&,
( (T{ apj, )x(T{ apj, x)) =[K({a,pj)] ' —y '(x,x')+ g ) '(x,xi)(Q({a,pj,xq)Q({a,pj,x2))~
xl)x2
(34a)
X y '(x2,x')
Omitting cumbersome indices, we write the dominant contribution from Eq. (34b) as
(T(x)T(x'))-[Kz'] '(Q(x)Q(x'})2, (34c)
where z is the coordination number of the lattice.
We start by analyzing mean-field theory. To this end we write the trial density matrix p as
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p= IIp(x» (35)
where
p(x)= li g X([a,pI)T((a, pI, x} .
I~ pI
The corresponding trial free energy is
PF =Tr(13pH+ p ln p),
(36)
(37)
( b)k
kr, k[X( l, k)] +rz «[X(2,k}]n k=1
00 00 1b k+t(1 —bp+, o)(1 op«+—, )
' X(l,k)X(l,p it)X(l, k it —p)'+' ' ' n —k t! k —p!p!t!k =1p, t =0
where H is given in Eq. (31). Keeping only the variables corresponding to the sets 1,k and 2,k we find to order X that
k
X(2,k)[X(l,k it)]'.
o k!t!(n —k —t)!
(38)
( b)k
kr& k[X(l,k)] irz k[X(2,k))k=1
'X(l, k)X(l,p it)X(l, k it —p)( b)" +'(k it—1)!(k p)!p!t}
i —,X(1,0) QX(l, t)' i —,X(2,0) QX(l, t)'b'
t=l t=1
where r„k-—z ' —K„k. Here X(l,k) and X(2,k) are the order parameters for the operators T(l,k) and T(2,k), respec-
tively, in the notation for sets introduced after Eq. (32). These order parameters describe single-connectedness and bicon-
nectedness, respectively. In writing Eq. (38) we dropped terms of order [X(2,k)], since these will only give corrections
to our results. We will study the mean-field free energy in the ordered phase, where r1 k &0. For this purpose we begin
by taking the n ~0 limit. It is necessary to take this limit first, because, as we have mentioned, we should in principle
study X(2,k) for general k in the presence of randomness. We only let k ~0 at the final stage. For n ~0 we have
k
(kit —1!'
( b)'+"(b —1)"—X(2,k)[X( l, k it)]
k& —0 kt' (39)
where the primes on the summations indicate that the terms where all the indices vanish are to be omitted. To get the
equation of state, we minimize the free energy with respect to the order parameters X(l,k) and X(2,k) for arbitrary
nonzero k. Thereby we obtain
( b)"— , " ( —b)" +'(k it —1)!
k ' ' ',
o (k —p)!p!t!zr, „X(l,k)
—
—,
' g
. . .
X(l,p it)X(l, k it —p)
( b)"(b —1)~—X(2,p)X( l, k) iX(1,0)X( l, k)( b)"/k iX(2,—0)X( l, k)( b)"Ik =0-
o (k —p)!p!
(40a)
and
k it —1)!
zr2 «X(2, k) = —, g ' ( b)'+" 2"[X(1 k it—)]k 0 k!t! (40b}
We may now solve these equations in the k ~0 limit. From Eq. (40b) we find
X(2,0)=
2ZT2 0
(41)
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and from Eq. (40a}
X(1,0)= —2zr, 0 . (42)
The latter equation agrees with Stephen and Grest s original result. (For later convenience zr«0 is defined to coincide
with Stephen and Grest's r )E. quation (41) indicates that P' '=2P within mean-field theory. One should note that the
trilinear coupling of order X(2,k)[X(l,k)] gives X(2,0)-[X(1,0)], but has no effect on the equation of state for
X(1,0). This is a very satisfactory result since percolation can be completely described by the connectedness function
G'i '(x,x').
IV. HIGHER CONNECTEDNESS CORRELATIONS: RENORMALIZATION-GROUP ANALYSIS
We now give an analysis of H, tt defined by Eq. (33). To siinplify the arguments we will immediately discard most of
the variables which remain noncritical in the analytic continuations we will perform. In particular, we will keep only
variables corresponding to the sets of indices (l,k) and (2,k). These are the variables we know to describe single-
connectedness and biconnectedness. From Eq. (33) we obtain
PH, tt(Q)= —,' gy '(x,x') QQ(l, k,x)Q(l, k,x')+QQ(2, k,x)Q(2, k, x')
Z, Z 1,k 2, k
QK( l, k)[Q( l, k,x)] ++K(2,k)[Q(2, k,x)]2
z 1,k 2, k
+ g [K(lj )K(l,k)K( l, m)]'~ Q(l,j,x)Q(l, k,x)Q(l, m, x)j,k, m
+ g [K(l,j)K(l,k)K(2, m)]'~ Q(l,j,x)Q(l, k,x)Q(2, m, x)j,k, m (43)
where the sums over indices in the cubic terms are dictated by the algebra of the T operators and, in the interest of sim-
plicity, will not be specified in detail other than to say that they are similar to that in Eq. (11). Here and below, the sum
over l, k and 2, k is over the sets described after Eq. (32b). To develop recursion relation for H, tt(Q) we consider the
Hamiltonian H (Q):
PH(Q)= J dx 2+Iri «[Q(l, k,x)] + ~ VQ(l, k,x) ~ I+ g wi(k, l, m)Q(l, k,x)Q(l, l,x)Q(l, m, x)
1,k k, l, m
k &I &m
+ i QIrp, k[Q(2, k,x)]'+ ~ &Q(2,k,x) ~ '] + g w&(j, k, m)Q(l, j,x)Q( l, k, x)Q(2, m, x) (44)
2, k j,kj&k
Gz —[K(2,k)z ] '(Q(2, k,x)Q(2, k,x'))( . (45)
The noninteracting contribution to the Fourier transform
of the correlation function (QQ )& yields
We will adopt the convention that in the sums over third-
order terms, a given product occurs only once, as we indi-
cate by summing over j &..k &..m. In principle, we can
develop recursion relations analogous to those in Eqs. (13)
and (17) by partitioning the indices into group-containing
equivalent indices. In each such term there will appear
combinatoral factors involving factorial functions which
force these internal partition variables to vanish in confor-
mity with the principle of nul partitions. Proceeding in
this fashion we would recover recursion relations like Eqs.
(13) and (17} for the singly-connected potentials. The re-
cursion relations for both singly-connected and biconnect-
ed potentials are written explicitly in Ref. 21. Here we
give a direct evaluation of Gz"' following the method
described by Ma for the calculation of the energy-density
correlation function of the P model. According to Eq.
(34) we have
G2"'(q =0)=[K(2,k)z r2, «l (46}
which, in view of Eq. (32b), has a negative sign. However,
the dominant contribution to Gz ' comes from the cou-
pling to G'i ' as contained in the diagram of Fig. 3. We
may describe the contribution from a general diagram like
this by specifying the number of indices in the internal
lines t which do not appear as incident indices. The prin-
ciple of nul partitions will result in forcing t to be zero in
1 1 2 2 k k
~l 1 ~2 2 ~k k
SAME AS INCOMING
FIG. 3. Dominant contribution to 62 '(q). The incident in-
dices are shown. The indices indicated by a are written explicit-
ly in Eq. (48). The incident indices which are not listed in Eq.
(48) are indicated by b in this figure. Here and in Fig. 4 we do
not label the right-hand external line, since it has the same in-
dices as the left-hand one.
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the limit k~O. We then need only consider the possible
ways to distribute the 2k incident indices over the two
internal legs of the diagram. From the 2 ways of parti-
tioning the 2k indices into two sets, we must subtract the
two partitions which leave no indices in one of the sets.
Thereby we obtain the result for the spatial Fourier
transformed function as
k!
Gz '(q =0)= g ' . F(k,j,l, m)(k —j—1 —m)!m!1!j!
F(k, 0, 0, 0)
1 1 2 2
~1 1 +2 2 ~k k
k
v1 v2
"
vk
k
SAME AS INCOMING
—F(k,O, k, O) —F(k, k, 0,0), (47)
where F(k,j,l, m) is the contribution to Gz"' when the
upper leg has for m of the incident replica (upper) indices
the corresponding p, for k-j-I-m of the incident replica in-
dices the corresponding v, for j incident replica indices
both the corresponding p and the corresponding v, and for
I of the incident replica indices, neither the corresponding
p nor the corresponding v. To be explicit, the upper leg is
described by the indices,
F(k, k, o, o)
1 1 2 2
~1 1 ~2 2
k k
SAME AS INCOMING
None
1 2 2 k k
~1 1 ~2 2 ~k k
ai a2 am
P] P2 ' Pm
m+1 am+1 am+2 am+2 m+j am+J
Pm+1 +m+1 I m+2 +m+2 Pm+j +m+j
am+l+j+2 ' ' ak
4
+m +I+j+1 +m +I+j+2 +k
(48)
All incident indices which are not in the above list appear
on the lower leg labeled b. Now consider Eq. (47) in the
limit k~0. The terms in the sum with nonzero values of
the indices j, l, or m vanish in this limit. We are then left
with
Gz '(q =0)=F(k,0,0,0)—2F(k, k, 0,0) . (49)
These two terms are shown in Fig. 4, where we see that
F(k, k, 0,0) involves the noncritical propagator of Gz
The first term in Eq. (48), however, involves putting the
propagator for G'& ' on both legs. Therefore, the diagram
of Fig. 4 gives
limGz"'(x, x')= lim[Kz kz ] '2" 'wzk~0 k~0
X [(Q(2,k, x)Q (2,k, x) )~
X(Q(l, k, x)Q(l, k,x'))~] . (50a)
The factor 2 ' represents the number of ways the two
colors in each replica can be assigned to each indistin-
guishable line. To evaluate this expression we set
ioz =Kz,oK i, o K, o -z ', and (Q(2,0,x)Q (2,0,x) )
-r2 o -z. Then we find that
FIG. 4. Labeling for F(k,0,0,0) (top) and for F(k, k, 0,0)
(bottom). Only F(k,0,0,0) involves critical propagators with
one color per replica. By definition F(k, O, k, 0)=F(k, k, 0,0),
where g ( p )= r + i p
~
. Here we will eventually set
r =rl o-(p, —p)r. Thus the crossover exponent p' ' (and
more generally, ll( )) vanishes at this level of the calcula-
tion. Also we see that the negative contribution in Eq.
(45) represents a short-ranged repulsion between the two
loops in the biconnected diagram.
Next we consider the higher-order corrections to
(Q(2, k,x)Q(2, k, x'))~ from diagrams like that shown in
Fig. 5. Counting powers of momenta shows that diagrams
for G2 ' made using w& vertices and with G i*s on all inter-
nal lines are all equally singular and hence lead to poten-
tial modifications of Eq. (50) into the form written in Eq.
(3). In particular, singular corrections to Eq. (50) will be
generated from Fig. 5 if it is possible to distribute the in-
dices such that each of the five internal propagators in-
volves a G'i" (q). In fact, there is no way to label the dia-
gram to fulfill this condition. To see this let us start by
forcing the four internal lines which intersect the two
external vertices to be GI '(q) propagators. For each
upper (i.e., replica) index there are two colors emanating
from each external vertex. One of these colors must ap-
pear on the bottom line, the other on the top line. Thus
for each replica the color indices will appear either as in
Fig. 6(a) or as in Fig. 6(b). In Fig. 6(a) the cross line car-
lim Gz"'(x,x') = lim —,' [G'i" (x,x')]
k~O k~O
The Fourier transformed version of this equation is
X'"(q =0)=, , I [g( p )]'d p,2g'] oz4
(50b)
(50c)
FIG. 5. Contribution from higher-order perturbation theory
which formally is singular at six dimensions. We will show that
this type of diagram is not allowed when all the propagators are
critical ones. Inserting noncritical propagators leads to no modi-
fication of Eq. (50).
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(o) ~ ~ (b)
None
1 2
Pi P
1 1 2 2
I 1 v1 I 2 v2 1 2V V
2 2
P2 v
1 2
1'2
1
1 1 2 2
1 2 p, v p, v2
V v p
FIG. 6. Possible ways the crossline in Fig. 5 can be labeled
with color indices for a given replica.
FIG. 7. Diagram which gives the leading correction to Eq.
(50). We label it for G~ ', with k =2.
ries no color for the replica in question. In Fig. 6(b) the
cross line carries two colors for the replica in question.
But a G'i '(q) cannot carry two colors from the same repli-
ca. On the other hand, if all replicas were labeled as in
Fig. 6(a), then the cross line would not exist at all. There-
fore, we conclude that the diagram of Fig. 5 cannot exist
with all G'i '(q) propagators, and hence is not singular at
d =6 dimensions. The conclusion is then that Eq. (50) has
no corrections from a bubble with ladder insertions.
The leading correction to Eq. (50) comes from the dia-
gram in Fig. 7. Since this diagram is of order w &, it will
give an e contribution to l(I '. To evaluate this diagram it
I
suffices to consider only the 2 ' ways the two colors in
each replica can be distributed, one to the one line and one
to the other line. (Remember that one cannot distinguish
"lines. ") Then the cross links allow the interchange of
colors without having any line be a Gz (i.e., carry more
than one color per replica). Over the cross links,
1,2, . . . , k —1 colors can be exchanged. Exchange of ei-
ther 0 or k colors is not allowed because such a case corre-
sponds to one of the cross links being absent. Therefore,
there are 2 ' —1 possible color interchanges. (Again,
there is a factor of —, for indistinguishable lines. ) Thus
the contribution 56 from Fig. 7 is
lim5G& '(k'=0)=lim w, (2" ')(2k ' —1)fdqdpd s g(q) g(p —s)'g(s)g(p)g(q —p)g(q —s) .1k~o (51)
In view of Eq. (4b) we are led to consider BG&"'(0)/Br.
Power counting shows that we only need differentiate the
propagators associated with lines connected to the external
vertices, all four of which are equivalent. Thereby we
have
aG',"(0) (, 3„)lim =Clnr 1 — lnr+ 1nr
k o Br 2p 49
(55)
aSG',"(O)
lim = dqg q '~qk~o ()r Ki p z
(52)
where C =Kql(2Ki oz ). This is to be compared with
(2)g
what we would get assuming that
which would lead to
where
Q(q)= fdp d s g( s )g(p)g(q —p)
yg(q —s)[g(p —s)]'. (53)
aG,"'(0) (2)
lim =A+Blnr 1 ——1+k~o 3r 2 y
lnr
(56)
The leading contribution in Eq. (52) of order wt (lnr) is
found to be
85G' '(0)
limk~p Br
4
K6(lnr )
8K) oz (54)
where Kd is the usual phase space factor in d dimensions.
As Ma explains, we replace K6w & by its "matching"
value, which to first order in e is simply its value at the
fixed point, viz. , Kdwi 2e/7. (See Ref. 2, where —w is
equivalent to 6w~ used here. ) The result of Eq. (50) can be
expressed in terms of e and g. Combining that version of
Eq. (50) with Eq. (54) yields '(x,x')=,X(x,x')1 (57)
where A and 8 are unimportant constants. Comparing
Eqs. (55) and (56) leads to the results quoted in Eq. (4) for
m =2.
We may extend the above calculation to obtain 6' ' for
larger m in the limit k ~0. We need to repeat the calcula-
tion for Fig. 3 for higher-order external vertices. Such di-
agrams lead us to evaluations of contributions like those
shown in Fig. 8. As before, the most important contribu-
tions come when all propagators involve G
~
'(q), as shown
in Fig. 8. The same argument leading to Eq. (50) yields
the unperturbed result,
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(a)
FIG. 9. (a) Diagram analogous to that of Fig. 5, which for-
mally is just as relevant as that in Fig. 8. The argument showing
that Fig. 5 gives no contribution generalizes to this diagram also.
(b) Diagram analogous to that of Fig. 7, which gives the leading
correction of Eq. (57).
FIG. 8. Diagram analogous to Fig. 3, but for the m-
connectedness correlation function. Here e;,p; stands for
(aI,p~), (a2,p~), . . . , (ak, pk) where the number of replicas, k,
must be continued to zero. Thus the incident line has m colors
in each replica: p;, v;, . . . , ~;.
Now we consider corrections to this result. As we have
seen in Figs. 5 and 6, ladder insertions are not possible
within the constraint that all internal lines be G& ' pro-
pagators. Thus diagrams like those shown in Fig. 9(a) are
irrelevant. The leading correction to Eq. (57) comes froin
inserting a "cross" like that in Fig. 7, and such a diagram
is shown in Fig. 9(b). Then the calculations leading to
Eqs. (55) and (56) can be repeated for I' '. One can guess
the result: There are m (m —1)/2 ways the cross links can
be inserted between two of the m propagators. Thus the e
contribution to tt' ' will be proportional to m(m —1).
We thus immediately have the result
'=m(m —1)E /49+0(e') . (58)
V. DISCUSSION
The perturbative approach we have used breaks down
when one of the fourth-order vertices of the percolation
problem becomes relevant. According to the naive dimen-
sion of this operator, this would happen at d =4 dimen-
sions. However, this argument does not reflect the fact
that now we must consider perturbation theory away from
the cubic fixed point. Fucito and collaborators have
considered this question and conclude that the cubic fixed
point is unstable below a critical dimension d which they
estimate to lie between 2 and 3. Here we will estimate d
from numerical values of P' ) and the conductivity ex-
ponents. For this purpose we list, in Table I, ' numeri-
cal estimates for various conductive and percolative ex-
ponents as a function of spatial dimension d. Here p, p' ',
and v are the exponents for percolation already intro-
duced. In addition, we have listed values for the conduc-
tivity exponents t and s, which are defined as follows. In a
random mixture consisting of a fraction p of conducting
elements and a fraction 1 —p of insulating elements, the
One might object to these results as follows. For a hy-
percubic lattice in six dimensions the m-connectedness for
m & 12 clearly vanishes. This is clearly a result of short-
wavelength behavior. For such a case our calculation
should be viewed as describing the probability that m
closely spaced sites near x are connected to an equal array
of closely spaced points near x'.
macroscopic conductivity X varies for p near the percola-
tion concentration p, as
(59a)
For a mixture consisting of a fraction p of superconduct-
ing elements and a fraction 1 —p of normally conducting
elements, one writes
&-(p. p) ' p— p. (59b)
In the heuristic picture of "nodes and links" advanced by
Skal and Shklovskii' and de Gennes, " t is given by
t =(d —2)v+g,
where g is an exponent which describes the divergence in
the length L (or more precisely, the resistance) of a link as
p pe:
L-(p, —p) ~. (61)
de Gennes used the value (=1, noting that this was the
expected result for mean-field theory. The first direct nu-
merical study of g was made ' using a series estimate for
a "resistive susceptibility" exponent y„, which was shown
to satisfy
(62)
where y is the usual percolation exponent.
Renormalization-group methods' showed that g could be
regarded as a crossover exponent, and to first order in
e =6 —d, the result g = 1 was obtained. This was ex-
tended to all orders in the e expansion.
More recently Straley has presented a similar heuristic
argument to give s in which blobs of superconductor are
separated by sheets of normal regions. In a sense, this pic-
ture is the dual of the "node-link" picture and yields
s =2v —g, (63)
g=p,
where p is the usual percolation exponent. Thus to all or-
ders in e the predictions are
t =(d —2)v+1,
s =2v —P.
(65a)
(65b)
where g is an exponent related to the surface-to-volume ra-
tio of the superconducting blob. In fact, in previous work
Stephen had obtained from a scaling argument a relation
of the form of Eq. (63) with
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TABLE I. Critical exponents for biconnectedness and conductivity as a function of spatial dimension d. Here v is the correlation
length exponent, g„, is the crossover exponent of Eq. (62), as determined from series expansions, and g„„d is the same crossover ex-
ponent as determined from g„„d —t —(d —2)v using the values listed for t and v. The quoted uncertainties reflect a subjective assess-
ment of the data.
p(2)
2 0.38+0.02'
3 0.9+0.1'
4 1.1+0.1'
5
6 2c
0. 14d
(5/36)'
0.41+0.02'
0.52+0.03g
0.79+0.08"
11
1.34'
(4/3)"
0.85+0.03'
0.66+0.03
0.57+0.02
(1/2)"
s Xser COlld
p2
2P
1.85 +0. 15 0.81 +0.08"
0.6+0. 1"
3I 0w
1.22+0.06
1.05+0.04
1.02+0.02
1Y
1.02+0.2 1.1+0.2
1.05 +0. 15
1.27+0.08'' 1.27 +0.08' 1.43 +0. 12 1.27 +0.08 1.35+0. 1
2v —s
10.0+0.6
2.2+0.3
1.3+0.3
'Values: 0.38+0.02 (Ref. 16), 0.55+0.05 (Ref. 28).
Reference 28.
'Reference 18 and Appendix C.
Values: 0.148+0.004 (Ref. 2), 0.138+0.007 (Ref. 29), 0.139+0.003 (Ref. 30), 0.146%0.02 (Ref. 31).
'Reference 32.
Values: 0.47+0.02 (Ref. 33), 0.42+0.06 (Ref. 34), 0.41+0.01 (Ref. 35), 0.39+0.02 {Ref.36).
~Reference 4.
"Values: 0.66+0.05 (Ref. 4). We used the value of y (1.17+0.02 from Ref. 6 and 1.18+0.07 from Ref. 5) with the listed value of v to
deduce a value of P using the scaling relation 2P=du —y. We prefer this rather indirect determination because the exponents so de-
rived agree well with the renormalization-group results (Refs. 37 and 38) P = 1 —e/7 —183m /(4X 21 ) — . and
y= I+a/7+ 1705@ /(4y21')+
'Reference 39.
'Values: 1.34+0.02 (Ref. 40), 1.33+0.04 (Ref. 41), 1.35 (Ref. 42), 1.25%0.05 (Ref. 28), 1.356+0.015 (Ref. 43), 1.343 (Ref. 44), 1.7+0.15
(Ref. 45), 1.22+0.15 (Ref. 46), 1.34+0.02 (Ref. 47), 1.35+0.06 (Ref. 48), 1.333+0.034 {Ref. 49), 1.23 (Ref. 50), 1.33+0.05 (Ref. 51),
1.380 (Ref. 52), 1.25 (Ref. 53), 1.43 (Ref. 54).
"Reference 55.
'Values: 0.825+0.05 (Ref. 40), 0.9+0.05 (Ref. 41), 0.85+0.05 (Ref. 35), 0.87 (Ref. 50), 0.94 (Ref. 46), 0.95+0.05 (Ref. 56), 1.031 (Ref.
52), 0.85+0.05 (Ref. 51).
Reference 6.
"Reference 3.
'To get values of t ford equal band 5 use the data for v and gin Eq. (60).
"Values: 1.27+0.04 {Ref. 16), 1.1+0.05 (Ref. 57), 1.38+0.12 (Ref. 58), 1.1S+0.2S {Ref. 59), 1.3+0.1 (Ref. 45), 1.28+0.05 (Ref. 46),
1.22+0.08 (Ref. 48), 0.99+0.02 (Ref. 60), 1.2510.10 (Ref. 61), 1.23 (Ref. 50), 1.1+0.1 (Ref. 62), 1.26 (Ref. 54), 1.0+0.1 (Ref. 63),
1.1+0.1 (Ref. 64), 1.28+0.03 (Ref. 65), 1.33+0.02 (Ref. 52).
qValues: 1.85+0.10 (Ref. 61), 1.70+0.05 (Ref. 57), 2.04 (Ref. 46), 1.74 (Ref. 50), 1.725+0.005 (Ref. 66), 1.62+0.05 (Ref. 28), 2.14+0.02
(Ref. 52), 1.6+0.1 (Refs. 63 and 64).
'Reference 11.
'To get values of s for d =5 use the data for v and P in Eq. (65b).
Values: 1.33+0.02 (Ref. 52), 1.27+0.05 (Ref. 46), 1.23 (Ref. 50). We note that in two dimensions the special duality relation causes s
and t to be equal (Refs. 67—69). This is discussed in detail in Ref. 57.
"Values: 0.76%0.01 (Ref. 52), 0.81 (Ref. 46), 0.87 (Ref. 50, using their equation s =t/2 with their value of t), 0.70+0.02 (Ref. 70),
"Reference 70.
"References 71 and 72.
*Reference 6. For d =4 and 5 the values of g would be closer to unity if confluent corrections were taken into account.
"References 11, 7, 72, and 73 ~
Several authors (e.g., Refs. 7, 72, 77 and 78) have noted
that these relations are not obeyed in low dimension, and
in fact it was suggested some time ago that Eq. (65a) in
particular, might break down for d near 4. Here we
analyze the existing data which shows that Eqs. (65a) and
(65b) do not hold for d &3, and we identify this break-
down with the emergence of the relevant fourth-order po-
tential at a critical dimension d discussed in Ref. 27. At
this critical dimension we also expect a possible anomaly
in p' '. Accordingly, in Table I we record the value of g
as determined by series (we call this value g~,) and g„„d
obtained by writing g„„d t —(d —2)v. For—d &d these
exponents will be unity. Also, using the numerical values
of s and v we construct the value of (2v —s)/p, a quantity
which is also unity for d & d. Finally, we list the values of
p' '/2p, which should be close to unity for d & d.
It is clear that the most sensitive way to locate d is to
test Eq. (65b). The quantity (2v —s)/p seems to definitely
be larger than unity for d =3, so we guess that d & 3. The
value of g~, agrees with this conclusion. Clearly, an effort
should be made to determine accurate values of s in three
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and four dimensions, to better locate d. Since the values
of P' )/2P shown in the table do not vary appreciably
away from unity for d) 3, determining d from these
values involves considerable guesswork. Values of d near
3 would be plausible in view of the dependence of
P' )/(2P} on d. If d is near 3, the analysis of numerical
data concerning percolation at d =3 will be hampered by
confluent corrections.
The physical meaning of d is that it is the marginal
dimensionality between two regimes. In regime I, i.e., and
for d &d, the picture of nodes and links breaks down.
This is due to the emergence of a relevant fourth-order
repulsion between links. (This physical interpretation is
more clearly seen in the polymer formulation. ' ) What
this means is that there are interconnections between links
on all length scales and hence a meaningful decomposition
of the cluster into nodes and links is no longer possible.
Then we expect that Eq. (50) is no longer approximately
valid and that Eqs. (65a) and (65b) no longer hold. The
generalization of these relations to the regime d &d thus
requires a detailed understanding of the nature of the new
fixed point which occurs when the fourth-order repulsion
is relevant.
In regime II, i.e., for d &d &d, =6, the picture of the
critical percolation cluster as structureless nodes connect-
ed by tortuous self-avoiding stands is basically sound and
the resulting relations, Eqs. (3), (65a), and (65b) are valid.
However, even in this regime the node-link picture should
not be taken too literally, as is discussed in Ref. 21. It
would be interesting to test Eq. (3) numerically, not only
by determining P'~ and/or y)" for p &1, but also by
checking the dependence of 6'~'(x, x') on [x—x' ~:—r.
Here there are two regimes depending on how r compares
with g. For 1 «r «(, one is in the power-law regime, so
that
It would be interesting to numerically verify Eqs. (66} and
(69).
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION
OF COUPLING CONSTANTS
We will evaluate Ek in the limit k~0, where
k
Kk Tr g((r ) ln 1 p+pg I+~y
5" K = —)(,"g(—p)"—C,'",
r=1 r
(A2}
where C,'"' is the number of ways of partitioning k objects
into r sets, none of which is empty. In particular
(A3)
(A. 1)
where we have used (r" to function here as o "(x)o"(x').
We evaluate I%'0 by analyzing the expansion of the loga-
rithm in powers of k. We first collect a11 terms where
each o. 1 for j =1, . . . , k occurs exactly once, and will call
this contribution to Ek, 5'"Ek..
G(m)( r ) (m) —mid —2+7))—2)(™ (66)
In the limit k~0 we have C, '~( —1)'+' and
In this regime the m-connected cluster looks like a fractal
with fractal dimension df which our results allow us to
evaluate. This dimension is defined so that the number of
m-connected vertices in a region of volume P' is of order
d(m)
. We estimate the number of such vertices to be of or-
der g' ~ ~"), so that df™=d f3' /v Us—ing Eqs..
(3b) and (4b), we find for m = 2
(67)
It is interesting that some early misidentifications ' gave
the result df —y/v for the fractal dimension of the singly-
connected part of the infinite cluster.
The behavior in regime III defined by d &d, =6 is
worth noting. Here we find that
lim5"'K(, = —ln(1 —p) .k~0
5KI, — g q)( '( [m I )AMBI, , (A5)
Now we consider other contributions to Kk, obtained by
expanding the logarithm in Eq. (Al) in powers of A. . We
classify these contributions according to the number of
times N& a 0.~& occurs irrespective of y. The value of a
term can be associated with the collection of values [X„I.
In fact, let ~1 be the number of N&'s that are 1, ~2 the
number of N&'s that are 2, and generally mj is the number
of N&'s that are equal to j. Then the remaining contribu-
tion to Ek is of the form
'=m,
y' '=1 —2m,
(68a)
(68b)
where )Ii(~)([rrI ) is the contribution to 5K), from the set
[m I and the associated combinatorial factors are
g(m)( ~) g (m)„—m (d —2) (69)
as shown in Appendix C. For hypercubic lattices of di-
mension d we have
Ak ——
773t~5hT7t (k rr) —m.3 — )! '—(A6)
(A7)(n
—k)!
vr2!n4! . (n —k -vr2 vr4 . )!———
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Now the principle of nul partitions applies, so that mj —0
for j)2. The only contribution to I( k in the limit k ~0 is
that for m1 —k and mp —n —k. This is the contribution la-
beled 5' "Kk above. Therefore, the full result is
or
oo
lim g x" k —lim g x" k —1n~pk 0 n~pk (B3a)
limK» = —In(1 —p) .k~p (A8)
This result is expected in analogy with the work of
Stephen and Grest.
We also wish to know Lk, where
1, 1,2, 2, . . . , k, k
~k ~ 1,2, 1,2, . . . , 1,2
we have
k
L„=T go', a', 1 1 —p+pQ I+A,go"
i=1 P a
(A9)
(A 1 0)
Again using the principle of nul partitions in analogy with
the calculation of Ek, we see that the limit k~0, Lk is
found by collecting terms in the expansion of the loga-
rithm which are of order
n n oo
lim g k —limx" gx " k —1.
n OI 0 n 0 k 0
(B3b)
XF(k,k —j —t —m, t, m)
So you can keep either "end" of the series, but not both.
Here it does not matter which end you keep. But if it did,
then one should use Eq. (B3a) for small x and (B3b) for
large X.
A case where this problem is substantive concerns the
calculation associated with Fig. 3. Suppose we write Eq.
(47) as
k!
G2 (q =0)= g (k —j—I —m)!m!I!j!
kg»g j jj=l
Thus, for k~0
L» = —A, "g(—p)"—D,'"',
r=1 r
(A 1 1)
—F(k, O, k, 0)—F(k, k, 0,0),
so that the upper leg has, for m of the incident replica in-
dices the corresponding a, for j of the incident indices the
corresponding p, for k —j—t —m of the incident indices
both the corresponding a and the corresponding P, and for
l of the incident indices no corresponding indices. Using
the principle of nul partitions, we then have
where D,'" is the number of ways 2k indices, a, ,Pi forj =1,2, . . . , k can be assigned to r subsets such that aj
and pl are in different subsets for all j. Thus,
(A12)
G2 —F(k, k, 0,0) —2F(k, k, 0,0)
= —F(k, k, 0,0) «G '1"'(x,x ')
(B5a)
(Bsb)
1'
r —2 r
D„' '= g [(r j)(r —j —1)]"(—1) Jj—0
Thus as k ~0, D„'"'~(—1)'+'(1 r), so t—hat
2
lim L» = —ln(1 —p)—
k 0 l —p
(A13)
(A14)
This result shows that Lk (Ek, so that the biconnected-
ness variables are noncritical at the percolation transition.
APPENDIX B: ANALYTIC CONTINUATIONS
We consider here some of the finer details in making
analytic continuations. We start by "proving" that 2=1.
Consider in the n ~0 limit the quantity
[To see the meaning of F(k, k, 0,0) refer to Fig. 4.] The
problem with this calculation is that we are choosing the
wrong analytic continuation. A similar problem would
arise with Stephen and Grest's continuation for the anti-
ferromagnetic Ising model. We know that changing the
sign of the coupling constant J should not affect their re-
sults. But Eq. (10), above, does not reflect this. For nega-
tive J this is obviously the wrong analytic continuation.
For the antiferromagnet this result corrresponds to look-
ing at the wrong end of the series. Reasoning similar to
this also explains why the equilibrium value of the ordi-
nary pair-connectedness order parameter X(1,0) is not
dependent on X(2,0) in spite of the fact that the coupling
of the last trilinear term in the free energy of Eq. (38) does
cause the equilibrium value of X(2,0) to depend on X(1,0)
as in Eqs. (40)—(42).
(1+x)"=g x"
k=0
(B1)
Clearly („") vanishes as n~0 for k =1,2, . . . . However,
for k =0 or k =n, (» ) = 1; so perhaps we should write
lim(1+x)" = lim(1+x") =2 . (B2)
n~p n~0
Obviously, one must proceed more sensibly. One should
allow n to go to zero through nonintegral Ualues. In the
above example, one can either write P(1) 1 ( )a+1—pf (Cl)
APPENDIX C: BICONNECTEDNESS
ON THE CAYLEY TREE
In this appendix we derive the result Pi 1=m for the
Cayley tree. For the Cayley tree we consider the probabil-
ity pf that a bond give rise to a finite-sized branch of oc-
cupied bonds. Then the probability P"' that a site is in
the infinite cluster is clearly
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The probability P' ' that a site is in the biconnected part
of the infinite cluster is defined for the Cayley tree as the
probability that from the site there emanate two infinitely
large branches. Clearly, then
P "=1 —(pf ) + ' —(cr+ 1)(1 pf—)(pf )
Here pf is the root of
(C2)
(C3)pf p+p(pf )
which gives pf —1 for p &cr ' andpf &1 for p &cr '. For
p slightly larger than 0.
'
we have '(i,j)=p'(1 —pf ) (C8)
so that P' '=mP=m in mean-field theory.
To define the biconnectedness susceptibility on the Cay-
ley tree, which has no loops, we proceed as follows. ' We
say that two points are biconnected if they are connected
to each other and also each have an infinitely large outgo-
ing branch. Thus the two points are biconnected through
the point at infinity, so to speak. If the points i and j are
separated by a distance of s bonds on the tree, we see that
'(ij) is
pf —1 —5, (C4) If we sum this over j, we get the susceptibility as
with 5 small. From this we obtain
P "-(cr+1)5 (C&)
~(2) (~+ I)p ( I )z—Pf (C9)
and
(2) cr(cr+ 1)
~p
2
(C6)
( ) (cr+1)!(o+1—m )!rrt! (C7)
so that p'~'=2p. But it is easy to show that 5 is propor-
tional to p —p„where p, =o '. Therefore, p' '=2 as
given in Table I. For the m-connectedness probability we
find
2)I'
-(p —p, ) (C10)
with y' ' = —1. More generally, this kind of calculation
gives
y' j=1—2m . (C 1 1)
Since 1 —pf and 1 —op are both proportional to p —p„we
obtain from Eq. (C9)
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